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when he thinks what will be the fate of his grandchildren
when, against weapons that minute by minute for a century
the Scientist has improved in deadliness, they have to begin
again on the war that he has just concluded. . . . Look at
Austria to-day expiating the faults of Charles V. Consider
Ireland, the perpetual thorn in the flesh of Great Britain*
Remember France, impotent after Sedan yet remembering
for forty years the word "that they must never utter but for
ever cherish in their hearts." What has happened to the
dynasties that for centuries oppressed and harried Poland?
, . . Surely a prudent people waging a war would order
their generals, whatever they did, never to enter foreign
territory. . . . That at least.
§
I think Franklin did a great deal towards spoiling the world
for us when he enunciated the words: "Honesty is the best
Policy." It is a horrible truism that Victorian Anglo-
Saxondom seized on with the enthusiasm of Gadarene swine
rushing to destruction. It is true that honesty pays. If you
do not shortweight your customer he will come again » * *
and you will get more of his money. So it is with diffidence
and misgiving that I utter words that should be truisms:
War, then, never pays. Never, never, never. It is like the
devil with whom you make bargains thinking that you
will get round Him when the date for payment comes. You
will never get round Him. You will burn for ever in Hell*
§
But that is only a very surface fact. When Christ told you
that you should love your neighbour as yourself, very for-
tunately—or with the wisdom of a God—He offered as a
reward a place in heavenly mansions. . . . Something
remote. If He had said that to love your neighbour as your-
self is the best policy He would have been a mere precursor
of Poor Richard whom no one in the deep interstices of his
heart can much respect. Yet nothing is more true than
that that is the best policy* You cannot be prosperous if
you do not live in a community of prosperous people.

